
Comenius Meeting in Aarschot
Two  weeks  ago  we  went  to  Aarschot  in  Belgium.  We went  there  with  our
teachers  Alan  King,  Barbara  Rasinger  and  Marianne  Schneidhofer.  First  I
thought that I was going to miss Austria a lot but as soon as we got there I
felt so happy. There were a lot of countries: Denmark, Belgium, Italy, Spain,
Germany, France, England and Austria. When we arrived at the Hotel in Leuven
we met the Germany 1 group. It's called Germany 1 because there were two
groups from Germany. 
I  really  enjoyed  the  shopping  in  Leuven  on  the  first  day  especially  Mrs.
Rasinger.  I  don't  think  that  Mr.  King  liked  the  shopping  so  much.  After
shopping we got to know our host families. My hosts were from Morocco. That
was a real coincidence. Also my teachers had to laugh. Then we went home with
our hosts where we stayed for two days.
On Tuesday we did the cooking - I was in a group with my friend Daria and with
Lode from Belgium and Chloe from France. The orienteering in the park near
the school was also really cool because we had to do some funny exercises at
each station.
On Wednesday we did the folk song,  which was funny too because we have
learned some new songs. I think the Italian song, ”Volare” was my favoutite
because it didn't get out of my head. After school we went to the basketball
match. First I thought that it would be boring because we were the only ones
who went to this game, but when the match started I was really interested in
who was going  to  win.  But  the  stupid  thing  is  that  I  can't  remember  who
played.
I actually didn't really enjoy the hiking the following day, because it didn't
make sense. They had to show us some popular things like castles and so on but
we just  passed by everything.  The only thing I enjoyed was talking to the
Germans who were rally kind and nice. The best thing was that we spoke the
same language, so it was not hard to communicate with them. After hiking we
played a little Italian game which we can also play in German but it was funnier
in Italian. Everyone was playing. 
In the evening we went to a restaurant for the final dinner. It was a nice place
and  we  really  enjoyed  it.  After  dinner  we  went  to  a  dance-bar.  We  were
dancing all together and the music was brilliant.
We were really sad when we had to say goodbye. We made lots of friends, but
we got all their phone numbers and Facebook names, so it was not a goodbye
forever.
It was the best week I've ever had.   


